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%EXHIBITION
Starting from €2.000,00 / month for 6 months
The services offered by LANGA PRINT:

• Design of installations for shop windows
• Showroom design
• Design for exhibition spaces

info@langa.tv
https://www.langa.tv/exhibition

Tel.  +39 0173 280479
Mob. +39 373 9000311

Contributors
Andrea Dotta, Luca Prata

Published and sponsored by
LANGA Corporation Srl
Piazza IV Novembre, 4 (MI) Milano 20124
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C U B E  I N F O

Perché la Ciambella?
—

 Perché realizziamo rogetti espositivi a 
tutto tondo, belli da vedere ma non solo.
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We leave nothing to chance. With %EXHIBITION we decide to put all our 
cards into play, to amaze the public. For this package, the attention to 
every single detail is inevitably the key of our work: studying every item on 
display and its right disposition, thinking of a way to exalt and present it 
in the best possible way in front of the public are indispensable steps for 
this processing. Having a space it’s not enough, the main thing is to know 
how to manage it so that it express its full potential. Now it’s ready to exalt 
the products it hosts at its best.

%EXHIBITION Display architecture
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Make way for ideas in
your company spaces

Our architectonic designs can be a useful support for your 
company and help it show its best qualities in the most fitting 
way. After many extensive analyses and researches on the 
architectonic areas, we are able to create a personalized design 
for all your showrooms, provisional or not. Creating exhibit 
spaces or even environments fitting for any products is the very 
base of personalized %EXHIBITION packages by LANGA.

We prefer to see things in the round, like the donut that is the 
symbol of this service. We make a physical approach, not only 
on the web, because this is what makes the difference. To know 
how to show oneself in the best manner, in every context, 
is fundamental. We provide our skills, derived from years of 
experience to best represent your corporate identity in every 
context, be it a showcase, a fair space or a showroom.

In order to realize this package, we combine our skills in the 
field of graphic and architectural design to reach a final result 
characterized by originality and attention to detail, designed 
specifically to portray the characteristics of your business in the 
most correct way.

This is% EXHIBITION, this is  how 
we work.  A service designed to 
al low you to give more space 
to your ideas,  to f ind the r ight 
space for them to be always 
admired with the degree of 
attention they deserve.
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Architectonic

Expressive 

A team of architects is entrusted with 
the main task that is understanding your 
history, the shape and the content of 
your products, to turn a simple project 
into a worthy architectonic display.

We think every event is a great mission 
we are ready to devote ourselves to 
in the most professional and efficient 
manner. We show the potential solution 
that best suits your exhibition through 
some sketches, both 3D and executive. 
We do explain your workers how they 
should behave in front of the clients. 
Moreover we are willing to work out 
marketing strategies, focused on your 
company and your operative teams, 
in addition to the standard services 
included in %EXHIBITION packages.
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T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
Exhibit ion design

%EXHIBITION Display architecture

Architecture & design

Methods and t imings

Exhibition layout

Possible objects*

Project drafts

Project

Render

Quotation

Graphic result

Conceptual
drawing

Design elements

Lighting study

Graphic design

Communication

Exhibition design

Service activation

Set up

tailored to the customer, to 
draw up a correct architectural 
presentation solution

• showcase dressing
• architectural showroom 

spaces design
• temporary/exhibition/

event architectural spaces 
design

• museum interior design
• commercial interior design
• architectural design and 

graphic presentation 
supply 

development of freehand 
sketches and 3 two-
dimensional CAD drawings

project development of the 
chosen draft with executive 
tables and specifications 
tables for workers

creation of realistic 3D 
environments to simulate the 
application of the developed 
objects

request for quotations 
dedicated to the project that 
has been approved by the 
client

tables, CAD, estimates and 3D 
models customized according 
to the architectural design, 
design and functional needs of 
the customer

developed on the real needs 
of user flows, presentation 
and the client’s activity space

furnishing and additional 
furnishings to create 
suggestive spaces

focused on product display 
and audience flows

image development to 
accompaign the exhibited 
products

conducted through reviews 
with the customer and 
workers, by telephone and 
by e-mail

within the above-indicated 
parameters

up to 25 days

depending on the 
complexity of the project

* in case of civil or industrial design, please refer to the ADpp Studio
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Team Price l ist

Addit ional  integrations

Interior designers

Architects

Renderists

Communicative
photography

Art directors

Site managers

Price for the
design

Extras

Other products

2x

1 to 3

1x

it can be activated if the 
architectural development is 
carried on, for a photo shoot 
in testimony of the project’s 
progress

1x

possibly activated if the 
architectural development is 
carried on

starting from 
€2.000,00 / month 
for 6 months

• construction site 
management

• bureaucratic management
• social promotion through 

photographic intervention 
of the project

• %WEB Dynamic website
• %SHOOTING Image service
• %FILM Your video series

T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
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Project set up

Intervention activation

Post- intervention assistance

Digital  warranty

The purchase of %EXHIBITION does not include a defined Set-up period, but everyting is 
reasoned on the basis of the customer’s requests, to develop the project drawings. The Set up 
continues even after the project delivery, only in the case of adding our Extra for construction 
site management. Even the Set up period for the construction site management does not 
have a predefined deadline and it corresponds to the work execution time, carried out in a 
workmanlike manner by all the workers.

At the end of the design Set-up period, our technical departments will remain available for 
the spaces maintenance management. The type of assistance will be evaluated on the basis 
of what has been achieved and the requests for specific support from the client.

At the end of the project Set-up period, the client will have the possibility to choose whether 
to activate the execution of the works, by making use of the LANGA works management, or 
whether to contact other bodies for managing and implementing our developed project.

LANGA guarantees that the project and the documentation of all the construction phases will 
be stored on its servers for 5 years from the purchase date, in order to be properly consulted 
in case of maintenance management or to make them available in case of loss/damage by the 
customer during this time interval.

%EXHIBITION Display architecture
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What does a Cube include?

• IDSI for management through the TheCubes App
• A handbook to start your journey with us
• Warranty and Safety books
• A pen made of paper
• 1 Lega for discount on our graphic products
• 1 Lega for discount or Donor

%EXHIBITION :  green ideas

LANGA architects put all their passion in designing 
the projects and they ponder over the straight 
use and any solutions for the re-use. By choosing 
%EXHIBITION for your company exhibit you make 
clear you believe in our eco-friendly policies about 
the proper re-use of the materials and the items of 
the display project.

Eco-friendly LANGA

We always consider the 
impact of our choices in all 
the project we take care of. 
Read more about LANGA 
Donor program by visiting 
our website.

T E C H N I C A L  C A R D
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